Note: Each 6538 vest comes packed in a clamshell ready for display. Each vest includes two hang tags that explain how they work and tips for usage.

Vests

Material: Vest is made up for three layers
1. Outside Layer: 100% Hi-Viz ANSI CL II Compliant Polyester for all colors w/ANSI CL II Reflective Tape
2. Middle Layer: HyperKewl Fabric
3. Inner Layer: 100% Nylon, coated for water proofing

Stock Colors: Hi-Viz Lime (6538 HV), Hi-Viz Orange (6538 OR)
Sizes: S/M, L/XL, 2X/3X
Weight: 1lb
Closure: Front Opening w/velcro
Features: Multiple front pockets at waist and chest